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Please note: The complete mentoring session is on the audio recording. These are just the highlights.

Welcome back to Day 3 of the 30 Days of Mentoring with Maiya. I am Maiya Rose Benda
your mentor coach on this journey. Remember if you missed parts one or two, you can listen in
at www.MeaningfulStreams.com—it’s where all of the mentoring series will be published. If
you aren’t a member of the free Meaningful Streams Club you can join today and these eMentoring sessions will be delivered
Recommended books that started me on this path.
right to your email.
Callings: Finding and Following an Authentic Life by Gregg Levoy—which is a
must read—simply beautifully written.

Today I want to talk about the one
thing that will make the most impact on your business. Your Business Model—A New Business
Model for a new age of business.

Making a Living, Making a Life by Mark
Albion—which is one of my favorite books.

These are just 3 books among thousands encouraging us to dare to follow our dreams and make money
doing it. Books that declared that
we:

Do What You Love, The Money Will Follow: Discovering Your Right Livelihood by
Marsha Sinetar

•

Could rediscover and live our passionate purpose,

•

Could choose to forgo a career for our right livelihood, and

•

Could allow ourselves to be successful on our own terms.
($1000 a Day Business Model Case Studies here.)
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ACTION STEP for Day 3
Looking at the business model you use today...Does your business allow you room to truly express who you are? To do what you want to do in the world? To live your Passionate Purpose? To
make pursue your desire to change (or heal) the world?
Do you have products and services that reflect who you are? Do you have a growing circle of clients who appreciate and value what you offer?
Are you able to fully express your talents, experiences, and expertise? Does it give you room to
grow and change and stretch naturally into who you are becoming?
Does your business fuel your soul...and your bank account?
I encourage you to take a moment and capture how well your current business does its job serving
the world as well as serving you.
Feel free to email me at Maiya@MaiyaBenda.com to share. I’d love to hear from you!

